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Colbourn announces 'enrollment crisis'

11\TTJiE

New·students denied entry

FUTURE

Dana Treen
Associate editor

Mary Wilson

King tribute

Managing editor

UCF has stopped accepting applications for admission to
the spring quarter and wili have to turn away an estimated
' 500 qualified applicants according to UCF President Trevor
Colbourn.
Colbourn explained in a press conference that UCF was suffering an "enrollment crisis."
Because of enrollment caps f'.Stablished by the Board of
Regents in the summer o( 1980 and the rapid growth of
UCF, the university is in danger · of exceeding enrollment
limits and must stop accepting applications for the spring
· quarter, effectiv.e immediately.
The enrollment cap was established when the BOR
.determined that the ratio of students to teachers at ·
£,lorida's nine . s~ate universities is too" high to maintain
quality education.
1At present, UCF has an 18-1 ratio of-· student~ to
teachers.
·
Colbourn announced that all fees and applications not
already acted upon will be returned to the applicants.
Nineteen applicants have already been ac~epted.
· "We will meet our commitment to those nineteen students
. but there will be no other students admitted to the spring
. " quarter," Colbourn said. "The re~son for this simply is that
we had an unprecedentedly heavy ·registration for winter
~..................... quarter."
_

Yesterday UCF students paid
tribute to the birth, q,nd the life,
of black leader Martin Luther
· K i.ng. Several students were interviewed for their view of
progress made in civil rights since his death
See page 3.

SC concerts
For the first time, the Student
Center is presenting a series of
special c_oncerts for UCF studen"'
ts.
F ea tu red artists include
Gene Cotton and Michael Johnson
See page 7

Colboum carefully explains UCF's enrollment "We ar('l now in danger of exceeding our four quarter FTE
predicament to reporters at the Orlando Chamber [full time enrolled] average for this year, a total that ·"".as
of Commerce.
Enrollment, page 6

, Qliality retained despite large enrollment .,
by Mary Wilso.n .
Managing editor

Does UCF sacrihce quality when it accepts a large quantity of students onto university rolls? President Colbourn
asserted the school maintains high educational quality
despite the strains of bulging enro.llment.
Colbourn and local community and business leaders at the
Orlando press conference argued that in a high-growth area
such as Orlando, quantity of students graduating must be
· The Grand Dragon of the considered as well as quality of education. He made an apFlorida chapter of "t~e Klan" peal for further state financing to encourage both at UCF. Last November, a Board of Regents task force committt:e
explains
just
what ·his
found · that for the past 25 years the percentage of state
organization represents and its
moriey funding higher education has · remaineq "virtually"
vision
of "America for . unchanged, while enroHment has nearly tripled.
Americans."
"Support per student has deteriorated as a result," the task
See page 3 ~orce concJude~, finally recommending greater enrollment

Kl. an OU t I00k

,.

.

restrictions restrictions at all state universities.
Charles Gray, chairman- of the Council of Advisers to
said he recogn.ized the need for quality education, but not at
the cost of "termir tion of access to students."
, "The University. of Central Florida, being in a high growth
area, needs to have additional attention," he said. "It needs
to have exceptional attention because of its curriculum emphasizing high technology."
Roy Harris, executive vice· president of the. Industrial
Development C ')mmission of Mid-Florida, said accessibility
to .a n · expandi lg technological university enabled his
organization to sdl the UCf area to incqming industries
such ,_as Western Electric.and Westinghouse.
"Without UCF," Harris said, "these industries would be~
somewhere else today."

Quality, page 6
.
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Increased.wattage brings-- new directors to WUCF~FM
by Kathleen Foronda
Entertainment editor

WUCF-FM will soon be broadcasting as Jar as Walt Disney World
and Kissimmee, ba ked by a new
operating policy and a new board of
dirC'dors.
The station's increase from $1 O to
~pproximatel 8,000 watts is slated for
Jan. 31, how.evf'r PresidE-nt Colbourn
said thC' board should meet prior to the
powrr boo:t to establish pr~gramming
drtails_
Keith Fowles, ·wUCF-FM
grneral managrr sa1cl tnr rrcPntly appointrd board has not nwt ·yet berausr
an agrnda still has to br drawn and
l'nt to all 12 members.
Thr nrw station op<'rating policy is a
rrsult of six months of dC'lilwration

among the administration, faculty and
Student Government.
There were discrepancies over who
would be in charge of the station, the
students or the administration . and the
question of how to best serve the expanded listening community.
Dr. Frank Juge, as.s ociate vice
presi0rnt for Academic Affairs said of
the policy, "It spells out thr responsibil iti s of each area, the certain
procedures and forms .to fill out. All
the detailed nitty-gritty."
Th<' policy states that the radio
statioi1 will be a separatr department
of UCF, with sepa rntr budget accounts. In the past, the station was part of
th<' Instructional Resources depa rtnwnt

Tlw 1ww board of directors consists

of four students appointed by SC, two
faculty members selected· by the
Faculty Senate, one career service·person selected by the UCF Staff Council ,
one administrator selected by the vice
president for Academic Affairs, and
four community representatives appointed by the university president.
The president shoulders full resporisibilitv for the radio station.
"Theoretically I could legally
override the board's decisions, but it
would have to be over an extraor- ·
dinary situation. The very nature of _
the board of directors makes it unlikely ·
because of the wide represe~tation,"
said Colbourn.
He said a situation which could
trigger an override would be it th ·
board of directors fa ored program-

ming . which might put the station's
broadcasting license in jeopardy.
Guidelines for the policy also
provide for a g~neral manager, student
station manager, a financial adviser, a
faculty adviser, a community advisory board and a program director.
Of the station's operation in the past
two years, station manager Dave
Willis said, "above the station
manager, there was no hierarchy and
the faculty adviser did very little. The ·
structure under the station manager
was very precise."
"The board of directors never exercised their power. When we were a 10
watt station no one cared. Now with
the 8,000 watts .people moved for a
change ir:' structure," said Willis.
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$50,000 in unrestricted funds raised
by ~ichael Lafferty
Future staff

A matching gifts program established by a local
businessman has netted UCF over $50 ,000 in
unrestricted funds.
The program began with a challenge by retired
businessman C.R. Ault. He said he would match
dollar for dollar all university contributions, up to
$20,000. Response from alumni, alumni corporate
matching gifts, non-alumni individuals, corporations
and foundations ·surpassed that amount by more than
$10,000, said University Development Director
James Donovan.
The contributions we~e earmarke~. for no specific

.
.
.
· .
.
matching gifts program was just su h an incentive."
purpose. They w.ill go int? areas where there. is no
All special projects besides educational and adgovernment funding, he said, such as scholarships for ministrative ones must come from non-ta f nd
excep~ional students, supplements for exemplary . Donovan said. "It's frosting on the cake we';e t~yin~
faculty members and resea rch support. The money to come up with. Traditionall
th
t
t
· d wit
· h th e UCF F oun d at1on,
·
Y'
e s ronges
w1'll be d epos1te
a non- universities get large private contributions
p~ofit c?rporation ' ~nd will be allocated by need.
Ault has been a strong contributor to th~ university
Need will be determmed. by UCF Pr~~ident Trevor for years and he ha~ put several students through
Colbourn and the foundation bo~rd, ~aid Donovan.
school, Donovan said. Ault is retired and speculates
Part of the challenge contnbuhons came from in the stock market. He had a career of b · 0 Id
I
· "W' h
l
·b d
h
uymg
young a umn1.
it_ a Y0 .ung a. um,? 1 0 Y sue .as golf courses and renovating them, as well as suphave, t~ere must b~ an. mcent1ve, Donovan said. plying schools with ice cream while he was livin in
The chance for contnbuhons to be doubled with this Alabama .
g

t,.•
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Student named
city advocate .

Youth Ranch ·assisted
by volunteer groups

Mayor Bill Frederick appointed
UCF student Jeff Fleming as Student
Advocate for the City of Orlando.
As an advocate Fleming will be
responsible for establishirig communication between area high schools
and the·city government.
He selected seven UCF students to
serve on his executive committee. They
are: Mike Buchanan, Eric Jungklaus,
. Kathleen Johnson, Dave Lenox, Randy
Lewis, Steve Throneberry, and Matt
Weber. The alternates are John Yanas
and Ray Gates.
"The committee will serve as a
vehicle where- students can express
~.!! _!:l!ming
their needs. This is an advisory-type ·selected topic of government. Seven
committee, where we will help studen- essays will be selected, w1rn·s1x wnrers
ts with problems, ideas or projects. The representing city commissioners, and
goal of the committtee is to enhance the best writer will be. Mayor for the
the rapport between students and the Day.
city government." Fleming said.
. "This will give students the opporOne project the committee is plan- tunity to meet the commissioners and
ning is a Governm'ent Day, where the mayor and it will give them .a betstudents will write an essay about a ter idea of how city government
works," Fleming said.

A group of volunteers from UCF is
helping the Seminole County Youth
Ranch keept its state license.
. Led by Dr . Clarence Head of the
engineering . department, members of
-the American Society of Engineering
Technologists and Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity have been making building
repairs.
.
"We have to finish within the next
two weeks, because the ranch is up for
recertification at the end of this month,'' Head said.
He said the students have already
corrected the drainage problem on the
entrance road and parking lot of the
ranch. They have refenced the corral
for the ponies, and repaired the
organization's washers, dryers, air
conditioners and heaters. Plumbing in
the kitchen has also been fixed. Head
said all that the group has left to do is
repair shower stalls in the bois dormitory.

According to Head, the 15 to 20
year-old building has leaks in the walls
and other plumbing problems because
of a combiuation of "mistreatment and
wear and tear."
Head and Dr. Ida C~ok of UCF's
sociology department stumbled on to
the organization's needs while looking
for areas of research.
Head said Cook was going to research possible programs for the project
while he studied possible building
designs for the facility. ,.,.
"Tim Heath, said fellow ATO
member Dennis Dickman informed the
fraternity of ASET's service to the ranch. "We want-ed to _get geared toward,
service prqjects," said Heath about the
fraternity's involvement.
Susy Chance, youth ranch director,
said the ranch provides a temporary
shelter for adolescents "suffering from
abuse, neglect or who are runaways or
ungovernable."

.
i

t

Student Government
Office of the Vice President
Dear Fellow Students:
I woul~ like to express a most sincere "welcome" to those of you iµho are with us for your first term .
To the rest of you who are returning "welcome back". I trust that your holidays were most enjoyable.
As u e said goad-bye to the year 1980, I took some time to reflect upon our achievements for that year.
At the same time, I had the opportunity to project some of our goals for 1981.
Our most notable accomplishment which must, and shall remain our primary purpose, has hem to P,ffectively represent you, the stud_ents of the University of Central Florida .
·
An event_we hope will bPCo_m e anothe~ UCF tradition is the Campus Social. We began these in the ·l~t- .
ter part of summer quarter and (·ontinued th'ro~_kh thP .fall. Another so(:ial is pTPsently being plannPd .for
FPbnwry. More information should follow in upcoming issues of this publ!cation.
Although it is n.ot as exciting as delivering good news, hringing unwe.lcomed news is also one of my
duties as your elected VicP President. A shuttle bus service does not appear attainable in the immediate
future . HowevPf, all roads are not blocked and we will continue to coopPrate with the university administration to achfrve the desfred transportation system.
Back to good news. The dfscount cards havP bPen sent to the printPrs. We shold rp_ceive these latei" this
term . The discount cards tvill provide you with a discount of .5 o/c to 20 o/c at a number of area merchants
and will be, distributed by Student Government.
Our campus is not properly lighted. WP must move to rPmedy .this possible hazard. Student GmwrnmPnt has brought this situation to the attpntion of the administration to jointly find a solution to th<-'
problem.
I am exubPrant to report that the LakP Clair rPnovation.s have bPen completed and construction is due
to bPgin shortly pn the Outdoor Study area. -The typing room i'S being moved to the Student CmtPr and u;p
· will bP extPnding the hours of opPration for this serl'ice.
I hm'P briefly highlighted some of thP qctions Student Govf'rnment has taken in the ypar 1980, to make
your stay at UCF a bit more comfortablP. Should you -havP arzy questions rpgarding aniro.f thPse actions
or projects, pf Pase do not hesitatP to contact me. As l hate expressed since my rnmpaign last .~pril my
concern is for the studPnts, as a body, and indit'iduall y. This is tch y I hat'e maintained, and u ill continue
to keep an Open Door Policy. ·
Best wishes for J 981 . Until ice·talk again I am.
V<'fy truly yours,

•

•

I
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Blacks honor King's birthday; set goals_
.
by Alvin Palmer
Copyedltor

"Once freedom is ga ined, you have
to constantly guard it," said
businessman Horace Orr, guest
spc>aker at a Martin Luther King Jr.:s
birthday memorial service at UCF
Thursday .
Orr, president of the Seminole Employment Economic Development
Corporation, encouraged students to
look to King as a m odel an d emu la te
him through action. "Be good at wha t

ou choose to do," he said, and asked
steners to excel, " in all spheres of
cadem ic endeavour."
The service, the first of its kind at
JCF, was sponsored by the Office of
\11inority Student Services, the Black
5tudent Union ard the Association of
Black Employes.
Orr emp h asized the need for
economic growth in the black commun ity.
He · cited the civi l rights
legisla tion of the '60s as just a first
step .

The second step is to become " pa rt
of t he prodigiousness of a na tion, p a rt
of its gross na tional product."
"Now
th at
we
are
free
Americans," he sa id, "we have to
economically be able to function as free Americans ."
Orr said blacks had "outgrown" the
need to look to one man, and should
themselves · become as King--men and
women of knowledge and leadershi p.
Classes were canceled fo r two hGurs
yesterday to a llow students, facul ty

Students-think rights effort weak
his ideals . There is.still a need for im- she sald.
.
provement,
"
said
graduate
student
Freshman
Kenneth
Nealy
agrees.
Copy editor
Cecilia J. Hodge.
· "The progress that was made in the
Lisa White, a radiology major, sajd 60's is falling apart today. There is
Twelve black students interviewed at
King would not be "really" satisfied.
still a lot 9f prejudice," he said . ·
UCF said if Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
She said racism is not as open as it wa~
One student blames the .lack of
were alive today he ·would not - be
before King's death but, "I can not se€ leadership for the slow progress in civil
satisfied with the progress of civil
anything happening to further thE rights.
Richard Buttes, a junior
rights and questions of racis~.
cause of equality and ci vil rights fo r majoring in
bioch emistry , said ,
Freshman Jennette Crum said, King blacks."
" progress has slowed since his death.
would b e dissatisfi ed b ec?use blacks
Freshman Jennifer Sharp think~ The leaders are more for themsel ves
still ha ve problems obtaining civil King would be "happy in a sense
than for the p eople ."
ri ghts and suffer from_persistent ra cial' because of som e progress, but not
Four students said King would be
prejudi ce.
compl etely .
dis coura ged because of disunity
Herbert Brown, a senior majoring in
" There are more integra ted school s among blacks.
physical educa tion said: "I feel that now," she sa id. " We h ave moved forLeta Green, a junior said blacks
most blacks ha ve stopped try ing to ward in other areas as well , but not
would have more unity and more
make progress and ha ve come to a enough."
strength if King were alive today.
standstill. 'If Dr. King were alive today
A stronger opinion came from Lisa
" We are like an arll1y without a
he would not be satisfied. "
Love, an English major. " H e would be leader," she said. "Many have pulled
"Progress has slowed down since his disappointed. For all the work he put
back. Most are striving for their own
death. People are getting away from in we still have not gotten very far," economic advancement."
by Alvin Palmer ,

and staff to attend the service honoring
King.
" T his was· a student thing. We let
them do most of the program," saiq.
Tommy Ne lson, president of the
Association of Black Employees.
The program included music by the
UCF Gospel Choir, soloist Regin~
Godwin, moments of reflection and a
slide presentation of the life of King.
Dr. Robert Belle, d irector of the office of Minority Student Services, sa id
" nex t year I hope we ca n do this, pl us
something else--something vi sible on
ca mpus and in the Orlando community ."
This year, guest speaker Orr says he
is optimistic. about the future of young
blacks, though he acknowledges seeing
a "resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan ·
mentality."
He described it as the sort of mentality which looks for "scapegoats" in
hard times, such as times of economic
stress.
"Sure we' re making progress," he
said in shutting out racial prejudice.
"It's just that when it's still snowing
out there, the door never closes fast
e110ugh 'cause 'you're on the inside
. freezing." .

Slight.error
The future would like to correct an
error appearing on page 6 of last
week's ·issue. The estimated cost for
doubling the size of thel)CF library is
$8.5 million, not $8 .50.
.

Karate students ·.not
just in it for the.kicks
Karate, as demonstrated by UCF'S Karate Club, is more
than just self-defense.
.
Instructor Bill Knoblo.ck said, "The main purpose of the
class is to each the mind to control the body a nd to h ave the
mi"nd and .body work as one working unit."
Knoblock, a fourth-degree black belt, teaches Tae Kwondq, a Korean· form of karate. He said he hopes to form a
Karate team to compete against other schools.
The Karate Club works out Mon.d ays from 7:30 to 9:30
p .m ., Thursdays from 7 to 9 p .m. and Fridays from 5 to 7
p.m . in the multipurpose foom of the Education building.
Club dues are $10 per month . Any UCF student can join,
whether beginner or expert.
Knoblock and club members demonstrated how to break
wood with their feet and hands . "If a man breaks two boards
with a front kick it is equilvalent to breaking one and a half
ribs. on a man," he said . "Breaking one board is equivalent to .
rupturing a throat."
Women are more adaptable and develop techniques faster
than men, according to Knoblock . He siad women usually
take karate for weight control and self-defense.
Student government recently allocated $250 to the club,
which l?aid for hand and foot protectors.
Bob Turner, president of the club, said they teach
techniques which develop speed, agility and concentration.

-

.[

.Knock oil wood
Instructor Bill Knoblock tries his luck at breaking three boards braced by UCF
Karate Club members.
'

Klan's:,'Grand Dtagon denies link With violent-extremists
'

by Mike Griffin
Future staff .

John Paul Rogers is a man who opposes stereotypes. "Our organization
has been mistreated by the pres,s and
has been grouped with violent extremist groups," he said.
Rogers is the Grand Dragon of the
Florida chapter of the United Klans of
America, Inc. "The term 'Klu Klux
Klan ' is a general one. Any group can
get together and call themselves the
KKK, but we are the only regis~ered
organization.
We are the Klan,"
Rogers said.
Rogers explained the ideals of the
UKA . "We are patriotic towards our
country and these days that seems to be
a crime. We are anti-communist and
anti-socialist. We believe in America
for Americans."
The Klan's view of the America.n

black has changed little over ~he years.
"The black situation is a bad one.
Look at the crime reports, the unemployment roles, and loo'k at the bloated
welfare system, need I say more?"
Rogers said.
.
Do today's blacks have equal rights?
According to Rogers, they do 'not.
"They have superior rights. Government programs state that schools
must have a certain number of black'
students to get funds, and employers
must hire a certain number of blaqks to
get government contracts, ". Rogers
said. "If a black and a white man applied for entrance to a state university,
the black woul.d stand a better chance
of obtaining entrance."
.
The membership numbers of UKA
are a mystery to all except those at the
top of the organization . "We have
more members today than we did
yesterday. and not as many as we'll

.

have tomorrow," Rogers said.
"Our strength lies in our secrecy,"
he explained. "We never have our entire membership attend any single
rally. That way the numbers remain
fluid and hard to nail down by those
who would cause troub le."
Among those Rogers listed as· UKA
opponents are the Jewish Defense
Leagu~ and the FBI.
"Agents are
always at our rallies, taking pictures of
our car tags. They run them through a
computer .so they can get a 1in~ on just
what makes up the UK~."
According to Rogers the recent
resurgence in Klan activities is a
natural occurence. "Times today are
. hard, and whenever times are hard it,s
good for our business.
"Inflation, high taxes, poor quality
of education; all these are reasons for
the Klan resurgence," he said.
_
"It's not the minorities · that we

l ~

•

..·

blame for the bad shape this country's
in, it's big government's fault.
"The federal Bureaucracy is into
. every aspect of our lives. They _spend
thousands of millions of dollars trying
· to tell us who our friends should be'
who should go to what schools and
who should work ~here.
If the
.politicians would worry about the
defense of this nation, the postal system
and the Constitution, then this country
would be better off."
· Rogers said the UKA roles in Florida
hit an all-time high after the Miami
racial disturbances. "Those riots occured less than one hour after the court"
· decision was am;ounced. ~ost people
are beginning to realize that they were
not spontaneous. Those riots were
well-planned and brganized."
Rogers was referring to the Arthur
Klan, page 5
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Finance association

•

16, 1981
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Campus_ . _~·~
.
BulletI•n ·
~ - {o
oJ ' . Bo
... ,~rd_.

The Student Finance Association
will conduct ·a winter rush party on
January
22.
General
business,
economics and finance majors are invited to attend.
For information, see the map on the
bulletin board on the first floor of the
Classroom Building.

11
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Real esta.t e classes
ucF's Real Estate Institute has
scheduled a Real Estate I course at the
UCF South Orlando Campus beginning Tuesday and running for two
weeks. Classes will be held from 6-10
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays and

~~~~~s~.m.

to 5 p.m. Saturdays and
. The same course is available on

., .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\, vidro~pe
at b~h ilie
and the UCF Daytona

Pathologist speaks

,~

The Communicative Disorders sec.,
tioh ·of the College of Health will host a
guest speaker on Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. in CB 114.
The speaker, a pathologist at Orange
Regional Medical Center, will discuss
the new brain injury rehabilitative cen' ter at ORCM and the · role of
pathologists in the hospital setting.

Cheerleader tryouts

The club will be preparing fo~ its
Heart of the Night dance at the next
meeting and is planning to kickoff
· ticket sales of the dance with a concert
featuring Vernon Hall at the SG Kiosk
on Jan . 23 from 11 :30 a.m. to I p.m.
Students interested in the club or
tickets should call David Mosher at
859-3057.

Problem children
A seminar on problem children. will
be held today at .Edgewood Ranch. The
purpose of the seminar will be to
examine programs and techniques
relating to problem children. ·
The seminar is co-sponsored 1by the
Department of Sociology at ·ucF. For
information . contact Dr. Charles
Unkovic at X-2227.

Evening students
The Evening Student Services Office, AD 282, will be open during the
winter quarter, Monday through
Thursday evenings from 5-9 p.m.
·
. The office provides assistance to all
students after .normal office hours. For
more information, call X-2751.

Marketing club

_There is one female position open on
the UCF cheerleading squad. Tryouts
will be held Jan. 23, at 2 ·p.m. in the
UCF gym. For signup and further information, please contact Anne
Broughton at X-2205.

The UCF Marketing Club will meet
every Tuesday .from 11 a.m. till noon
.in CB 113. Students interested in
joining the club are invited to attend.

. 11.1-oc ... l" T\<r: AIZM"i:l't. ...o
.-~~~miie~-e-~~~"'~~--,
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main ~mpm
Beach Center.
Tuition for Real Estate I is $90, which
includes books.
·Appraising Principles IA and VIII,
part 1 will be taught qt Winter Park
High Sc~ool, Ja~. 27 to Feb. 26.
Classes will meet from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. There is a
$180 tuition that includes texts and
other materials.
As an added service to prospective
students, the UCF Real Estate Institute
now offers the required Continuing
Education Course, by Coorespondence, for $14.50.
For information on any of the UCF
real estate courses, call 275~2 l.26.

Health Center
The Campus Health Center will be
closed on Thursday and Friday and
will provide only partial service
Saturday and Sunday. A nurse will be
on duty~at weekend to advise students with health problems.
The center will provide only limited
service until it is relocated in its new
quarters.

Petition to circulate
UCF student Jennifer Erb will be
soliciting signitures for two Animal
Protection Institute petitions concerning Russian .and Japanese· policjes on
··~~~~-----~-----~-~~-------------~~-------------~whaleand~alhunting.Thepetitions
will be circulated behind the Administration Building on Tuesday bet- ·
' ween 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Anyone interested in · helping Erb· obtain
signatures or in signing the petitions .
~ypists~
.should meet with her Tuesday.
'?'1'""-........Z:~"HI

·t<>r sale

help.:Wanted:

1978 BUICK SKYHAWK S !Monza body) hatch·
back. 3.8 liter, V-6, 4 speed, PS·,· A/C, steel
radials. Performance w/ 24 mpg eco11omy. $4,000
fiftn. Call 869-6003 days or 898-7765 eves.

Housecleaners needed, flexible hours. $3.50 to
$4.00/hr. to start. 671-7463. leave name & no.
with answering service.

·::..-. ---"'"·---- ---~.-,......----·-.---J .GUITAR, nylon string, $50. Phone 282-4680.

..

'•

. roo11:1mates

Your

pick of economical transportation.
78 Toyota Corolla 4-spe~d AM-FM
77 Rab.bit auto-air, AM-FM
68 Mercedes, auto, air, AM-FM
Au.to Specialties of Oviedo, 365-5606.
RCA color TV portable .32", $25. Lamp $5. Call
275·3848 eves, weekends.
Maple dining set • $100; small china cabinet · $4D.
Call 282-0260.
Like new ·-twin firm mattress & box spring on
movable pedestal plus sheets w/ daybed cover &
matching back cushions $95; tan velour lounge
chair ·545; electric Singer sewing machine in
mahogany console table $85. All clean. Call 6785196 ifter 2 PM.

Mature settled person wanted to share l bdrm. 2
bath home 4 mis. from UCF. $200/mo. incs. all
util. & laundry facilities. 275-3848 eves &
weekends.
Lady to share furn. townhouse on 15-A w/ same.
$130 & Yi util. 678-5492 after 5 PM.
Roommate wanted: 3 miles from UCF near Winn
Dixie on E. Hwy. 50. $150/mo. & 1/2 ... til. Call Janet
aft~r 4 PM 282-5625.
•2 room'mates wanted to share executive style 3
'bdrm/2. bath home with pool. $150/mo. plus
utilities. Call Jim after 6 • 678-452_,.

for-rent --

Text. for MAC 3311. Excellent condition, below
bookstore "rice. Phone 677-0375 ask for Frank.

Newly completed large 3 bdrm. 2 bath home, 2 ~ar
garage, convenient to UCF. 671-0616. $525/mo.
3 br.-2 bath home 5 min. fro-m UCF in Harbor East,
nice neighborhood, fenced yard. No pets,
$450/mo., available in February. 678-7991.
Room for rent, right across from UCF. $75fmo, Yl
utilities & phone/$50 dep. 12095 .Descartes Ct.
~4; c~ll Jo oij_~n ~1~-3~7.
.i br. Furn. Apt. on lake from $250/mo. 10 min.
f..,m· UCF. Call Richard Bates at 849-0020 or 896_sa_19_._-_ ______"!!l!l_ _ _ _.......--4
1
.
.AS... . -.
:.~,

· WJRT TYPINGt~ j~: ii'.I": Full .time. Term
'pliiirs, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correctien
·Of spelling, lflmmar, punc.. and editing Included.
ReHo~ble. _Call Bea 678-1~.
·
TYPING! Quality thesis, term papers, resumes &
letters. Paper supplied; editing if needed. ·tBM
Selectric II. 1 mile from campus. Mirti, 365-6874,
UCf 2811.
Accurate t-y ping • 1st class work. Thesis, reports,
· resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates.
Call Tracey. 645-1658 after 6.
Typing specialist' for students & professors. IBM
& Turabian style. N11ncy • 851-4489.
A typed paper ls not the same thing as a PA9"' '
TYPED WELL Get the benefit of / 15 year:s experlel\Ce including knowledge of formats of most
s~te uniArslties and assurance of accuracrwith
all llM Correcting Selectric. Please 'call Susie
647...,,51after2:
Professional typing. 10 yrs. exp. Term papen·,
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671-

t----------------.....1
-

iu

t.. ,:_
. , nd.- .fo· Dd8

0

Lost ' • lJIBcJ(prince · ten~is racket sentimental
value. $30 reward. Contact Johnny 277-7761 or
275-4852.

;-i>erso"l1af ~

.. s
_seJVtce_

Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
lepl and medical referral, counseling, hot line
with trained members & special activities. For information call 843-2750.
ABORTION SERViCES, Free pregnancy test, .low
·cost birth controt Priva~ confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Centef, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Avenue. Availab.le by phone 24 hours a d~J= 422·
0604; or toll free 1(800)432~517. ·
.. : ·
•

~I

•

.ABORTION SERVICES~ birth control informifloft;
pregnancy tests •!Id counseling. VD scr~ning, low
cost,confidentialsemces.
· ·
Centnl Florida Women's
Health Organization
·609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
893-0921 .

,· ·

Paying $6 a pound tor baseball cards. Call Al at
G77-54eft.
!

~ith this ad

Official Salon for
~iss Orlando Beauty
Pageant

53.2 S; Park Ave·.

Ltd.

•••••• $ 9·

SASSOON
TRAINED
STYLISTS

MON.;SAT, l0-6
For A pppintment call

645-3665

I ca~'t write it for you, but I sure can type it. Leigh
Taylor-Adams Scretarial (904) 788-4708. Student
rates. Pick-up &delivery.
Professional typing done weekends & evenings· in
my home. Resumes, reports, etc. Call 273-8678
after6 PM.
Typing service at home SE Orlando. Reasonable,
experienced. Paper furnished. 277-2923.

BEAT THE BOOKSTORE PRICt:S!
FOR 50¢ ALINE STUIEMTS CAN ADVERTISE
TO BUY OR SELL TEXTBOOKS. TO PLACE AN
AD, STOP BY THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED
NEXT TO THE NEW HEALTH CENTER:

deadlines

gif:~oc
{[j@/inic

·-

Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call _for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

On campus display cost
is $3.00 per column inch

FREE PREGNANCY TJSTING
Pregnant?Need help'! 841-2223

HAIRCUTS

Free Parking in ~ear

Ad deadlines are Friday at 5 PM for display & ,
Monday at noon for classified ads. Ads must be·
submitted in person & paid for at t~e time of
placement, unless arrangements are made otherwise. Call 275-2865 or stop by the business office
located iust south of the new Health Center.
Classified on-campus rates are 50-: per line for 1
issue; 45- for 2 issues; 40- for 3 issues; & 35for 4 or more issue•

.........

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS!
Delta Sigma Pi Professional Fraternity first
mee~ing Friday Jan. 16 at 7:30 in EN 359. Come
and meet the chapter.
looking for members of Chi· Omega sorority for
local alumni. Please contact Barbara 876-2727.

609Jl.

PARK AVENUE
HAik DESIGNERS

628-0405
Toll FrPe 800-432-5249
l'llYSICIA MA ACED
F.'il'A 81.ISllED I \17:1

..
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Transfer students score
poorly in grammar t8st
Professors Fedler and Taylor reported that 434 students have taken the
g,rammar test since 1978 and 321 or
73 per-cent·passed on their first attempt. Of the 113 students who failed the
test only 46 re-took it and 70 percent of
them eventually passed.
Students who fail the test have the
option of taking a grammar review
course ot completing noncredit work
prescribed by the Academic Skills Center.
In an attempt to determine the value
of the grammar test Professors Fedler
and Taylor compared the records of 81
students who never passed the test to
81 students who did pass.
The professors found that students
who passed the test had higher grade
point averages and earned higher
grades in their first college English
Composition class than students who
failed the test.
Professors Fedler and Taylor agreed
there was a significant relationship
_between students' scores on the grammar test· and their graqes in basic
reporting ~lass. ·

by Cheryl Cass
Contributing writer

UCF's department of communication found that students who
enter the university as freshmen score
higher on the department's mandatory
grammar test than transfer students.
A recent study conducted by UCF
professors Fred Fedler and Phillip
Taylor found over the two year period
the test has been administered , students who entered UCF as freshman
scored an av~rage of 31.44 on the 40
point test.
During the same period, students
transferring from other four year in~
stitutions averaged 28.8 on the test.
Community college transfer students
scored an average of 27.05 points on
the test.
To pass the exam a student must
achieve a minimum of 30 points. The
study 1ndicates the average transfer
student failed the exam.
The test used by the UCF communication department is the Written
English Expression Placement Test, a
standardized national exam with two
frompage3
parts. The first . part tests the students'
effectiveness in conveying exact
meanings. The se.c ond part tests the McDuffie case in which four Miami
students ability to recognize errors in policemen were acquitted of charges
grammar, punctuation, capitalization, that they beat the black businessman to
death.
and word usage.
"Eighteen people died in those riots,
Not only is the student required to
not
to 'mention the billions of dollars of
pass the test in order to enroll in a
damage
that was done," Rogers said,
number of communication courses,
but the ~est is ~lso a requirement for "that's only the beginning. BY the end
graduation from the communication of this year there will be more riots and. our · membership will continue to
department.
The test which went into effect in the grow."
"To say you are a klansman takes
Fall of 1978 determines if a student
majoring in communications possesses courage," Rogers said, "known Klansmen are often discriminated against."
certain minimal language skills.

Klan ·---

JAN. 12-17

On the inside looking out

Brian LaPeter/Future

Seven-year-old Kristy Mon~ione during her visit to the UCF
. campus took no chances with the recent cold weather.

JAN. 19-24

JAN. 26-31

ROMEO FANTASIA ALIEN

I
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•SUNDAY~

LIVE NEW WAVE
$1.00 DRINKS
(HOUSE BRANDS/BEER)

. · •MONDAY•

10¢ DRINKS
ALL NIGHT LONG

••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
:
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•

NOCOVER

:
:

ANYFRIDAY
ORSATURDAY
NIGHT

:
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:

GOODTHROUGH
JANUARY
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•:
:
:

•
•
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(HOUSE BRANDS)
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•TUESDAY•
•WEDNESDAY•

75¢ DRINKS ·
•THURSDAY•

LADIES NIGHT
FllEE.DRINKS FOR LADIES

140 Fernwood Bl~d. (Across from Jai-Alai, Next to Record City) Fern Park 831-9930

We're Putting Orlando Rock
Back On The Right Track!

J{'\l
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EnrOl-lment --------------~----------agreed to in consultation with the
Board of Regents at the beginning of
this academic y~ar," he said.
UCF officials agreed with the BOR
in the summer of 1980 to hold
enrollment of full-time students to a
four quarter average of 7 ,660 for the
1980-81 school year. The -limit was an
effort to enco~rage a high quality of
university education.
In the past two years, enrollment
growth. has outdistanced faculty
allotments to the point that 'ucf has the

Qu~lity

second worst student/faculty fatio in
the state system. From 1978-79 to
1979-80, enrollment increased ·8 percent at UCF while· faculty positions increased only 1.8 percent. Enrollment
was projected to increase at UCF by l 0
percent for the 1980-81 school year,
. while allocations for faculty increases
were held at · 0.2 percent by the BOR
for the same period.
Temporary relief ~as given to UCF
last ~ummer · in the form of a one year
alfocation of $250,000 for additional
faculty. The money allowed UCF to

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from page 1

· ~ccording to Colbourn, Harley Hoffman, public r.elations manager of
General Electric, ~old the BOR that
UCF graduates he hires compare
favorably with those from MIT. His
problem is quantity available, not
quality, he said.
Colbourn attested to the general
quality of UCF education by .explaining how UCF students would perform if the BOR's suggestion to raise
entry standards "is implemented. If
minimum GPA reql!irements are
raised from 2.00 to 2.25 and SAT
scores from 800 to 850, 91 percent of
~ UCF's students survive such a higher

admission test than students at any
other state univer
, "More UCF students survive such a
higher admission test than [students at]
any other state university. in Florida ,"
Colbourn said.
The expected demand for. graduates,
and.course availability to industry personnel qre two resasons offered for
supporting Priority II funding over
Priority I, both to be considered by the
state legislature.
·· ·
Priority II funding would provide
teachers and equipment for 350 additional UCF students. Priority I
would cut back existing .rolls by 850

delta per1onnel
3191MAGUIREBLVD. SUITE 245
ORLANDO, FLA. 32803
305-896-0781 '
SE~D RESUME OR CALL HAROLD SCHADOW JJl.

SPECIALIZING IN ADMINISTRATIVE,
SALES, PRODUCTION, ENGINEERING, ·
.
DATA PROCESSING; AND
MANAGEMENT TRAINING.
CURRENT OPENINGS: (MANY OTHERS)
_ PRODUCTION MGR. TRAINEE
MARKETING REP.
RESTAURANTMGT. TRAINEE
E.D.P. SYSTEMS _TRAINEE
ENGINEER TRAINEE

14,000
12-16,000
14-18.000
14;000
18,000

FEE PAID
FEE PAID
FEE PAID
FEE PAID
FEE PAID

from page 1

enrofl "500 more this year than last," year," he said. The second level of
said Colbourn. Even with the ad- funding would provide for a slight inditional funds, UCF turned away 1250 crease of 350 students.
qualified applicants for the fall quarA press conference memo noted that
ter.
"since UCF projects a 6 percent in"Last year we becarrie increasingly crease in qualified appl_icants for adapprehensive about the number . . of ap- mission, and since there is now an unplications," Colboum said. "We went · met need, it seems likely [under
to the legislature so we wouldn't have Priority I funding] that UCF would
to turn down 1, 700 to 1,800 applican- have to deny admission to as many as
ts.
2,600 students this summer for fall
The legislature granted UCF a "one quarter.
year shot" of bol~tered fin'ancing,
To cope with the tightened
Colbourn said.
u ·cF asked for enr"ollmeµt quotas, Colbourn said there
$500,000 but only got $250,000.
'would bea new admissions policy with
"We're the only institution which more stringent requirements. A numgot that help," he said.
ber of academic programs will be
Colbourn said the press conference qesignated "limited access," which
announcement terminating spring ap- will mean only those programs within
plications was necessary because the certain colleges will be ·open to new
.rejected" applicants had to know in students, while those programs that are
time-to change their plans. He said he already full will be closed to new adw.a nted ,to explain and publicize UCF's missions.
need for more money.
Colbourn said considerations for the
Co1bourn noted that in their bu.dget new policy, which must be submitted
proposals to the state for the next two to the BOR in April, include raising the
years the BOR has identifi~d two levels minimum entry SAT score to 850 or
of funding pertinent to enrollment.
higher and raising the grade point
The fir~t level "would mean that we avera~e .required.
would have an enrollment ceiling that
"Being an A.A. graduate will not
would mean we would have ·essentially assure admission," as it tended to do in
850 student~ fewer than we have this the past, he ~dded.

Aaron Rents
Furniture
.

S,.fUDENT CONTRACTS
· TELEVISION RENTALS ·
-· 5232 SOUTH.ORANGE A VE. '
- 851-5810

Curious About Soft Contact Lenses?
We Have The Cure For Your Curiosity

· ISerm
~~· · ,,
·----.u~
,., ·-·--·

.

I
I
I
I
I
I

1·
1I

-P resent this coupon and pay
only one half of the regular price
on any $35 up perm. Offer
good thru January 31st.
By selected
stylists.
Cut is
extra.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I• RITUIE/UCF

Call us or come in for information
· about the expanding world of

Soft Contact Lenses

I
I
I
I

CARE KIT $10.00
FITTING FEE $70.00

(4 VISITS)
per pair
TOTAL $15$.00

Our Optical Also Offers:
(1) one year eyeglass guarantee
(2) free repairs and adjustments
(3) 103 discount to senior citizens
(4) 303 off on 2nd pair of glasses
(5) designer frames (Sophia Loren, Givenchy, etc.)
(6) no line bi-focals (invisible bifocals)

----~

-Great ·
·1 -taircuts
· ·unltcJ.
Pk:tUre PBtec:t Hair

I

Call For Information: 365-7475
Dr. Charles C. Hankins.
19 East Broadway, Oviedo
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS
Cotton picked.· to
open concert series
by Ka_thleen G. Foronda
entertainment edltoi

·R"ocl<".sTnger Gene Cotton will kickoff UCF's first concert ser.ies on Jan.
19.
· Cotton .p erformed on campus last
year. singing his hits "Like a Sunday in
Salem' and "Before My Heart Finds
Out." Opening his show wi1l be the
comedy team of Edmond and Curley.
Al:su appearing in the series are the
Preservation Hall Jazz Band from New
Orleans on Feb. 2, Michael "Bluer
than Blue" Johnson on Feb. 23, ESP
performer Gil Eagles on March 2, and
bluegrass group, the Mission Mountain
Wood Band on March 9.
"We're trying to provide a variety of
entertainment for students on campus," said Paul Franzese, Student Center program director.
According to Franzese, Eagles is

akin to the mentalist Kreskin:
"He's ~een on the college circuit for
quite a while and he gets higher ratings
than Kreskin," Franzese said.
Franzese said he hopes the concert
series will be a regular program run by
the entertainment committee of the
Student Center Activities Board.
All performances will be in the
Student Center Auditorium, curtain
time, 8 p.m .
Tickets for the entire series are $ 1S
for students, faculty and staff, and $20
for the general public. Individual concert tic~ets will be sold at the door.
The ticket costs per concert are: $5
for Gene Cotton, Michael Johnson, and
the Mission Mountain Wood Band, $4
for Gil Eagles, and $6 for the Preservation Hall Jazz Band.
For further information, contact the
Student Center X-2611 .

On Stage

I

'Purlie' shimmers
with zest, humor
Photo by Brian LaPeter ·

by Judy Wall

Last spring Gene Cotton appeared on campus and serenaded students
with his easy rock sounds. He'll be back once again on Jan. I 7.

Freelance writer

Another problem in the productio
After last summer's long, successful
run of .. Purlie," Theatre On Park has w~ o~a~~ally wme cl ilie ra~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
brought it back. The revival features members would wait for an audience
most of the original cast members and reaction that they did not get.
Although stereotypes of any kind are
commonly used in musical comedies. it
they are obviously enjoying doing this
The script is very funn.y but a lot of is time our community saw some real
fun show again . The cast's energy and
enthusiasm, along with some clever the humor is built upon stereo types. black characters on stage. Hopefully,
Just People, a black repertory theater
humor and dynamite music make the
There is the Uncle Tom type in company formed by "Purlie" cast
1. "Still Life with Woodpecker," by
show worth seeing.
Girlow. His wife Missy could be con- members, will see that we do.
Tom
Robbins. (8antam, $6.95.)A sort
"Purlie" is the story of a self-taught sidered the Aunt Jemima type.
of love story: fiction . .
black man, Purlie Victorious, in the
2. "Godel, Escher, Bach," by Douglas
But until fhen, "Purlie" should be
cotton plantation country of the Old Idella, is the tr~ditional cook and nanR.
Hofstadter. (Vintage, $8 .95.) Comenjoyed
as
the
excellant
period
piece
Sputh. He tries by hook or crook to ny. 01' Cap'!"! is the stock Southern ptanthat
it
is,
illuminating
a
certain
time
puter
sceintist's theory of reality. ·
raise $500 to buy a church building for ta tion master and 'Purlie makes a
and
attitude.
3.
"Jailbir.d,"by Kurt Vonnegut.
his black community so he can be the typical
black
revolutionary.
(Dell, $2.95 .) One man's life, from
preacher. Purlie's scheme is to have his
Harvard through Watergate: fiction .
cohort Lutie Belle pose as his educated
4. "The Right Stuff," by Tom Wolfe,
cousin, who has returned to claim her
(Bantam,
$3.5().) The story of
ir.heritance of $500 from the white
America's
first
manned
space
master, 01' Cap'n. The g:uise goes well
program.
until Lutie Belle signs her real name to
5. "The Official Preppy Handbook,"
the receipt.
edited
by Lisa Birnback. (Workman,
One of the most poignant songs,
$3.95.)
How to make it: humor.
"Down Home" opens the second . act
by Rob Scheiderer
6.
"Triple,"
by Ken Follett.
while things are still pretty bleak
for special performances all over the
Future staff
(NAL/Signet,
$3
.50.)
Agents . vie for
because of the Captain's threat of
country and recently signed with the
in
the
Middle
East:
fiction .
power
Barbara
Smith's
prosecution.
All college students need that on-the- Department of Defense to entertain the
7. "Smiley's People," by John le
protr:ayal of Lutie Belle's indignation job-training for theater and music armed forces in Europe.
Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.) British
in relating the incident to Purlie was majors. One open door is Musicana
masterspy versus Russian counterpart.
hi liarious and Annie Johnson in the Dinner Theatre.
"We award over $ l 50,000 in
8. "Drawing on the Right Side of the
role of Missy has a particularly strong
scholarship each year," said manager
Brain,''by Betty Edwars. (J.P. Tarcher,
and lovely voice.
.
Musicana first opened in May 1975 Johnny Lascha. "We have awarded
Two UCF students are involved with with the unique idea of employing around $2,500,000 during the past $.95 .) Anyone can draw .
9. "Portraits," by Cynthia Freeman .
the production . Gary Stephens, a highly talented college students to both five years," he said .
(Bantam, $3 .50.) four generati.ons of a
business management major, plays
rerform and serve, a sort of sing for
Purlie's brother.
The current show at Musicana family, from New York to San Franyour supper type or arrangement .
· Music major Debbie Hawkins was
across from the Winter Park Mall is "A cisco.
10. "Garfield at Large," by Jim
musical director for the show.
Although the students receive no sal- Touch of Class" running nightly
One small detail that detracted from ary those who fulfill their contract to through Feb. l. "A Touch of Class" is Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit and
this production as a period piece was perform are awarded scholarships a tribute to the classics and is an wisdom of comic strip cat.
that one of the extras was wearing when their shows close, usually in evening of light operettas ·and parodies
dC'signer jeans. Some might think this three to six months.
·
of some of the world's classic operas.
Compi led by the Chronicle of
detnil unimportant, but it was hard to
Each restautant has a different
Musicana opens si-x nights a week at Higher Education from informatio
beliE>ve that he was an oppressed cott<m-picker: especially whC'n thr rC'st of show. That wav th<' different casts can 6 p.rn. for dinner. The main show is supplied by college st9res throughou
the> cast was suitalble dressed for the switch to· anv o.f the four Music<rna's in prC'ceded by the showcase of songs at the country. Jan. l, 1981.
Florida, The: casts oftm are contracted 7:30.
cotton fiC'lds.

ampus
Paperback
Bestsellers

Music~ma

offers experience
to aspiring,artists

•
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Bookmarkers
'_Second Comi~g'
by Walker Percy
McGraw-Hiii Ryerson Ltd..
A'n author who attempts to elicit
human empathy from his readers,
must necessarily provide them with
believably human characters. Walker
Percy fails to do so in his latest novel,
"The Second Coming."
Percy's characters in this book are
not sympathetically human, but are
rather contrived embodiments of conflicting values ·in contemporary
society-for example, materialism versus spiritualism, ignorance versus insight, hypocrisy vei:sus truth. In fact,
the plot of the work depends on contrasting the beliefs and lifestyles of two
such characters.
The man, Will Barrett, is on an
an-g uishing search for truth and
God. The woman Allison i·s an unpretentiow· Pmbodiment of truth and
God.
Will's mind is obsessed with how a
man should die. Allison devotes her
thoughts to how she shall.live.
Will is a retired, widowed, middleaged, multimillionaire lawyer wi~h a
house in the suburbs. Allison is a young
"escapee'~ from a sanitarium who lives
in a greenhouse in the woods_
They meet with a strange twist of
destinv (Will knocks a gplf ball
through the greenhouse window) and after
-a- - -brief
separationare
somehow drawn togeth~r again (Will
falls through the greenhouse ·ceiJi~g) .
They share a natural, simple· love
and Will is compelled to think, "Could
it be that the Lord is here,

•

masquerading behind this Allison's
simple silly holy face?"
Unfortunately, Percy's _effort to
make his characters represent universal sins or virtues of mankind, make
them individually unacceptable as
human beings. Their one sided portraits,
and contrived coincidental encounters make their suffering more
peculiar than compelling. ·

• I •

Mary Wilson
Future staff

'Deep.in the Heart'By Wyatt Wyatt.
Atheneum Publishing

"Deep in the Heart" is a fast-paced
shooting gallery of lusty, heroic pop-up
characters. Each is a target strutting
forward and back across the business
end of a brilliantly painted set.
The plot is "the kind of tale Texans
like most, fillec_I with people larger
than life, affirming known virtues, ending in violence and b-lood. "
But this is a deceptive view of the
work. The-real story is in the darkness
just beyond the targets: a grim cavern
of the subconscious, where griffins and
dragons live.
Author Wyatt ·Wyatt reveals his
charn~ters with _precision, revealing
their desires and darker motivations.

Photo by Chip Rodis

Wyatt Wyatt reflects over his latest book "Deep in the Heart"
named ·after men who for reasons of during th~ baroque' machinations of
patriotism and machismo had died the villain, Lloyd Hollister. But
bloody and hopeless and ·therefore always, the writing is a joy to 'read . .
heroic deaths ... " Wyatt's description Wyatt's sense of drama and obvious
is deft and colorful; a turtle has "Alley love of the language has created.an exciting work. He understands Texas,
Oop legs, a mouth like pliers."
Wyatt labored to present the story in particularly Amarillo, ·"where the
a perfect palindromic structure, each pe.o ple are real friendly and will kill
chapter being a mirror image of you."
another. In climactic chapter eight is
One expects the surface of a shooting
an impressive personality switch gallery to be full of hol~s. As long as
which sets the stage for a startling the machinery is intact, the attraction
finale.
still moves. "Deep in the Hea~t,"
At times, the novel sacrifices subthough imperfect, def initelv moves.
stance for stvle.
Action is often
Lee Elliott
somewhat contrived, and logic suffers
Fiiture staff

He has a perceptive ear for dialogue.
His idioms ring true in the speech of
Grady, the battered, hard-living good
old' boy (when y~u Baptists go bad, it's
too fast for flies."), and in Boone, his
educated lifetime friend.
The narrative voice is one of rare in·telligence and sensibility, "streets were

v

ON'S

STY GULF

11803 E. COLONIAL D.R. ORLANDO, FL.
273-0402
(CORNER OF E. 50 & ALAFAYA TRAIL)

103

e

ISCOUNT

ON PARTS AND LAB.O R WITH THlS AD
TIRES AT COST AND YO.U R RECAPPABLE TIRE
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
BRAKE SERVICE
AIR CONDITIONING
TUNEUPS

TIRE BALANCE & REPAIR
OILCHANG·E
STARTER~GENERATORS

.·BATTERIES-BELTS-HOSES
I

~·
WRECKER SERVICE
ECHAN C ON DUTY

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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On the
Record
(

.

''Troublemakers''
Warner Bros., Inc.

"Troublemakers" is an album with a
lot going ft r it. It's a two record sampler of music by some of Warner Bros.'
new wave artists, and contains some
classic, unreleased material. Best of
all, it's only $3.
·
Thankfully, Warner Bros.' avoided
the trendier artists on their roster, such
as the B-52's. The result is a, very
satisfying and eclectic record. Material
ori the album runs the gamut of styles
from punk to electronic to power pop
rock.
The rarest tracks are from the Sex
Pistols' final performance in San Fran. cisco in _1 978 . Johnny, Sid, Paul, and
Steve kick off the album with a furious
version of "Anarchy in the U.K. "
[redone here as Anarchy in . the
U.S.A.") and close it with a merciless
version of Iggy Pop's "No Fun."
Other hard-to-find tracks are 'Tm
Straight" and "Government Center"
by the now defunct Modern Lovers [a
group which included present-day
members of Talking--Heads and. the
Cars], a piano solo by John Cale called
"Temper," and a Devo track~ "'Social
Fools" [p.reviously available only on
the extended-play single "Be Stiff"].
Some of the "Troublemakers" songs
that can. be found on other LPs match
the quality of the uniformly excellent
unreleased material and some do not.
"Damaged Goods" and "[Love is
Like] Anthrax," both by the Gang of
Four are witty regga~.:::.styled dance

Tomorrows

tunes. "Pub I ic Image" by PiL is wonderfully chaotic, and the cuts by the
Urban Verbs, Wire, and t~e Buggies
-are pleasant enough.
The songs by the two groups Robin
-Lane and the Chartbusters and Pearl
Harbor and the Explosions are performed well , but come off as fourthgeneration power pop.
"Nervous Breakdown" by Brian
Briggs is a waste of vinyl.
"Troublemakers" is only available
by mail order from Warner B'ros. at
r.o. Bos 6868, Bu.r bank , Calif.,
91610, for $3 .
It's worth buying if you're curious
about new wave, and it's essential for
the hard core fan. And contrary to
Johnny Rotten's closing comment on
the album, you won't get the feeling
you've been cheated.

come directly off of any of the last four
Steely Dan albums, just pick one.
"Canary in a Coalmine" refers to the
Jan. 16: "Wilderness Family,"
fact that miners used to take parak ets
movie, Northgate Theater.
. into mines with them to detect gas.
Tan. 21-25: "Oklahoma," play, Bob
This is the closest thing to a rock so~g Carr Municipal Auditorium .
on the album .
Jan.
23-29:
Southeastern
The best songs are the ones on which Photography Symposium, Crealde
the Police display the versatility of School of Art, Winter Park.
their musicianship such as "Driven tQ
]an. 18: "Time After Time," movie,
Tears", "Voices Inside my Head" and Student Center Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Jan. 21: Lost and found auction,
"De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da", the latStudent
Patio, noon-2 p.m.
ter being a tribute to the early Manfred
Jan.
22:
"Bong Show," Student CenMann's "Do Wah Ditty."
ter Auditorium, 7 p.m.
With their distinctly'personal sound
bands like the Police lead the wave into
what will become the mainstream of
Next week's F
eature
rock in the '80's.
, the sights and sounds of Central
Florida's night clubs, focusing on
Rob Scheiderer special benefits for students on tight
Future staff
Dave Mitchell
budgets.
Fut\!re Staff

.

'' Zenyatta Mondatta''
.

I

The Police

If any group has developed a sound
all their own and distinctly 1980s it is
the Police. With "Zenyatta Mandatta"the Polic~ carve their niche deep~r into
the pop fabr'ic of this decade.
.
Beginning side one is a song about
the awkward nervousness of adolescent
sexuality, "Don't stand so Close to
me." The band deserves credit for exploring interesting and lyrical themes,
while combining them with entertaining pop/reggae melodies.
"When the World is Running Down,
You Make the Best of What's .Still
Around" sounds like it could have

Orlando Pipes and Driims will be a part of the fourth annual Orlando.
Scottish Highland Games Jan. l7, at the .Central Florida Fairgrounds,
·
·
West Colonial Drive.

.RELAXATION TRAINING

-~

q

0
~ ·

p

o~

Because our nervous
systems
are
designed for jungle
conditions we
are
prone
to
emotion
backed reactivity. We
easily "trick" our
bodies into states of
emotionalized readyness but qsually find no ·
'enemy' to attack nor a
way to run away form
the "danger." If we
habitually get lost in
this frustrated fightflight view of life our
bodies cannot -completely relax .

. The Quieting Response is a clinically .tested
program to teach ·y ou to profoundly relax and gives
t~chniques to help generalize relaxation to day-today situations. Training will be given in a sma J
group with opportunity for individual practice
when needed. The group will meet each ~ · ay
from 2-4 p.m. and will continue meeting for
fjen
weekly sessions.
If interested contact:
DR. DAN WALTON
UNIVERSTIY COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
DORM C-ROOM 116 PHONE: 275-2811

SUNDA1

AJ .6.BREAKFAST
AT

OVIEDO INN
On Sundays, we 'now offer a citifi~d breakf~st f or those
with delicate appetite~ afong with our popular tummyfilling country breakfast-served from 8:30-11 a. m.
City Breakfast -~Eggs. Ham or Sausage. Grits
or H~memade Hash Browns, Biscuits, and Coffee
Country Breakfast - Ora-nge Juice, Eggs, Ham & Sausage. Grits
or Homemade Hash Browns. Biscuits, Pancakes & Coffee .

•

WESTWOOD PWA•HWY. 426•0VIEDO
365-7036 .
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•

. ·. Tu·E DAIR SHOP '.
., . . . ~recision Sty!e cUt $7.0Q
·.····~ ·-.·~

.~

'
•

":-

.w

•

•

.

Full Service Salon

.

•

.

PAl{rr·Y'?

Need a place for a

. ·

282• J 700.

.10.S69 E. Colonial Dr.

(\Vinn.·D ixie center)
. . UNION PARK

\Vl~l)l)lN(; l{l~(]~JYrJ()N,

.

Walk-Ins Welcome

·

I laving a

l\ll~l~T'IN(~,

Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til ~.

SI~l\1 I NA I~'?

Cinema TaYcrn
Ikcr-\r i u~-Cham pagnc

Call

Coll\\'H\'

;\lo\'ics pro\'idccl In· rcqw: sl

STATLER SER.V ICE
&SUPPLY, INC.

282-:)4n6 () r 628-n 7 a~)

Blueprinting
Drafting/Engineering Supplies
'"'ice Supplies
149 E. Broadway Street
Oveido, Florida 32765
Phone (305) 365-7249/365-3910

lOTO 15% PISCOUNTTO
STUDENTS, FACULTY &STAFF

·TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM PRICES?
LP'S $1.00 AND UP

THE RECORD BIN
NEW & USED ALBU.MS
EXCELLENT.CONDJTION ·.
FREE 45 WITH $5.00 P~RCHA~E

IF YOIT AH.I~ AN INl1,IA1,ED MEHHEH OH
FOH.MEH. 1111,EDGE 01~ Ii.APP.A Al,PllA OHDEH.. Jlll~l~ASE t:ONTAf:1, THE fTf.'I~
FH.ATEHNl1'lr- AD\'ISOH"S OFl~H:E A1' 2·7:;_
21:;1 •••

BUY•SELL•TRADE
282-0255

185A S. SEMORAN

1 BLOCK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY
IN PANTRY PRIDE SHPG. CENTER

(OPEN 1-6 MON.·SAT .)

eeeAl,I, ~IA .1,E S1,fTDEN1'S IS1'EHES1'ED
IN ,JOINING A t.:01,0Sl" 01~ liAPPA Al,PllA
FHA1'EHNl1'1" AT fTf.'I•' SHOrl,D f'OS'l'Afvl'
1'11E. AD\'ISOH 1'0 l~HA1'EllSl1'1ES IS ADMIS. 2N2 on f:A1,1, EX'I'. 21:; I.

Evangelical Films
Presents

A Christian Fellowship
· · Open to all

~~~\\\.,

~~\,~\\~\\

•

s .,.m.·
·l

Channel24
11510 East Colonial Drive
O.rlando, Florida 32817

~101'\DAYS

Jan.· -9, 26, 28, Feb. 2, 9, 11, 23, 25,
Mar. 2, 23, 25, 30, Apr. 6, 8, 13, 20, 22f 27.

TAPING SESSIONS
F-REE AUDIENCE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
CENTRALIZED SERVICES &
FASHION SQUARE TICKET AGENCY
Call 273-23~0 for details

ion . \~, . \ST
I ·1.i I ( ) \\ '\ti H 1

" \\I

I\(

>I -4 P\I
SEE IT AT. ..

~ ''- I c : 11 'I'"

IH H >\I

!~FU .

Hf·:\'. BOB Cl BBS
\'2 ·H>S SC'lOS

FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH OF O~IEDO
SUNDAY JAN. 18 7:00PM
5 MILES N. OF UCF ON ALAFAYA TR.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

I
\

MARRIAGE AND RELATIONSHIP ENRICHMENT SERVICE
GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL FORMAT
Communication, decision making, problem resolution, and behavioral excercises are some of the topics
in this program that help troubled partners renew their commitment to one another
and to make necessary changes in their relationship.
Well functioning marr_iages can also use these methods to make something good even better.
If you and your mate are interested contact:
Dr. C. J. Nickerson
University Counseling & Testing Center
Dorm C-Room 116
Phone: 275-2811

365-3484
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SPORTS.
AH--Ameri~an . Kiggins tackles ·p1 0
1

by Marty Fisher

Only two years into its Di~ision III football
program, UCF has its first bona fide professional
football candidate.
The Miami Dolphins, Los Angeles Ra~s and Dallas
Cowboys have all expressed interest in UCF's own
number 41, Tim Kiggins.
"The -pro teams have contacted Bugsy (special
teams coach (Engelberg) about me. I'm not sure if
they · sent a scout to look at me or if they tound out
about me through Bugsy. Los Angeles and Miami
have been in touch and Dallas sent a letter," said

Kiggins.
A standout quarterback at Largo High School, the
5' lO"; 116 lb. Kiggins was offered scholarships at
various Division I and II colleges around the country:
Sorting through the offers, he eventually declined a
half scholarship at Au.burn for a· full ride at Southern
Mississippi.
·
"When I got the ·scholarship there, they said they'd
give me a shot at quarterback and they might move
me to defensive back. I got to take just a few snaps
· and they asked me to play defensive back, so I
went that way," he explained.
'~Later, they kept switching me b;lck and forth
from quarterback to defensive back. I wanted to play

interest

defensive back, so I qui.t. Even though they went to a
bowl (the Independence Bowl) this year, I don't regret
leaving there."
· Kiggins was first told about the UCF football ·
program by his mother, who had seen an article in
the n~wspaper.
Tired of the "different culture" of Southern
Mississippi, he came home to Central Florida.
Last season, the speedy Kiggins led the Knights in '
interceptions: He also handled punt and kickoff
-..
returns, gaining 508 yards. At tbe ena ot the season,
he was named All-American, and was tied for tenth

!-------------Kiggins, page 12

UCF runs streak to 10,
ranked sixth in nation
by Vince Cotroneo.
Future staff

When Torchy Clark began his 12th
season as UCF's only basketball coach,
he said, "I like my team, they work
hard. They're not like the old FTU and
UCF teams, but if they win 10 or 12 .
·
ballgames, I'll be happy."
Mavbe the 1980-81 version of UCF
men's basketball-doesn't have the
stars lil.<e Bo Clark or Gerald Jones or
Jerry Prather, but so far this season
they have the right ingredients to put
together a 10-game winning streak. ·
For their efforts UCF was voted sixth ·
in the nation on Division II's first poll
of the new year. ·
In that streak, the Knights added
another tournament title to their ci:-edit
(they already .won the Tangerine Bowl
tourney crown) by winning the Swamp
Fox tournament held in Florence, S.C.
Prior to the tournament , UCF romped
over Buffalo 59-40 and dumped
Marietta College of Ohio, 88-55. ·
Clark was worried about the
stamina of his team, forced to play
four games in five days. But the heavy

schedule didn't seem to bother the
Knights as they manhandled nearly
every-opponent during that stretch.
· In the Swamp Fox finals, UCF was
matched again~t Francis Marion
College. The South Carolina squad
held the Knights even at halftime, 2020.
It was veterans Roland Ebron and
Dean Rossin who paced UCF in the
second half. Ebron led all scorers with
16 points and Rossin upped his
rebounds for the two-day competition
to 26. That feat was good enough to
give the Knights a 4 7-3 8 victory and
earn "the Enforcer" tournament MVP
laurels.
Ebron leads all the Knights in
scoring for 1980-81, pumping in l 7. 1
points per game. Rossin leads UCF in
rebounds, clearing the boards for 9.5
rebounds per contest.
Now , for the most part, UCF can
throw away its impressive record an.cl
lofty ranking, for the real season
begins tomorrow night when the
Knights invade Miami to challenge the
Biscayne Bobcats in their Sunshine
State Conference opener.

Wr_
estlers drop match
to Georgia Tech, 25- 24
UCF's wrestlers held their own Knights with ·a 5-2-1 mark at the 167through most of last Saturday's match lb. weight class and a 2-0 record at the
against Division I Georgia Tech. But a 177-lb. class. Junior college transfer
p)n by Tech in the 177-lb. bout with Gates is 6-3 at 126 lbs., with one pin
just three seconds rem,a ining ruined the . recorded.
Knights' hopes of an upset as they lost
by just one point, 2S-24 .
"We shouldn't have lost that one,"
said head coach Joe Gorso. "We split
individual ma'tches with them 5-5, but
UCF's ~omen's tennis team wi'll get
we had some close. matches that just
the l 981 regular season underway this
went against us."
weekend when the Lady Knights comWinners for U<;::F included junior pete in the Sunshine State tennis tourGary Gates, 126 lbs.; freshman Jim nament today, tomorrow and Sunday
Austin, 134 lbs.; junior Ron Miller, at Rollins College.
'
142 lbs.; senior Jon Myers, 167 lbs.;
The netters have been preparing foi:
their season opener sinte last fall
and freshman Mitch Sestile, 190 lbs.
conditioning
exercises, ·
Th~ Knights also hosted nationally through
ranked Division I Tennessee. that same challenge matches, tournaments and
other · Florida
day, but had a tougher time, losing 38- scrimmages with
schools.
7. UCF's only winners were Gates
"Everyone has been playing really
( 126-lbs.)
and
Brian
Parker
well," commented first~year coach
(heavyweight).
· Jane Hirsch. "O.verall I'm really
So far this season senior tri-captain pleased. Our pre-season went very well
Jon Myers has the brst record. for the and I'm looking forward to a good
season.''
'Experience should be one of the
his Week.In Sports •..
Lady Knights' biggest assets as only
Monday - Women's Basketball - Flagler one player, Karin Cooke, was lost to
graduation. A major blo~ to the squad
- Home - 7:30 p.m.
is the loss of last year's. tate champion
Wednesday - Men's Basketball - Flori~a
outhern - ~ome - 7:30 p.m.

.

Kevin Mason/Future

De.an "The Enforcer" Rossin _jumps over teamma~e to grab a rebound
against the University of Buffalo.
'

Women's tennis team ·opens season
Kim Zurawicki. A lower hacl< injury
has forced Zurawicki to ·sit out this
season as a red-shirt.
. However Jo Moncrieff, who missed
most of last year due to a shoulder injury, has. fully recovered and should
help to fill the gap left by the loss of
Zurawicki. Other returning players include Kathy Christiansen, Michele
Ford, Joan Hobgood, Kim Oller, Susan

Rushing and Jill Soderberg. Terry
Murphy, Brigitte Pascual and Jean
Plaisted are new additions to the team.
. Follo~ing the Sunshine State tour- ·
nament, the Lady Netters will face
Stetson Jan . 27 in Deland. Their first
horrie match is scheduled for Jan. 31
against cross-town rival Rollins. The
match begins at 10:30 a.m. on the tennis courts next to.the pool.

Sports Shorts
Women's Softball
An organizational meeting tor UCF's women's softball team will be held Wed~ .
nesday, at 5 p.m. in the gym. Anyone interested m trymg om tor me mtercollrgiate team must attend this meeting or contact coach ~haron Adamson at x2256.
Gymnastics Club
A gymnastics club is currently being formed at UCF. Any student currently·
rnrollC'd at UCF is eligible' to join. An~one interested should contact Tony
Figum>a, . -2.574 , or Jim Mauk, 36_5-.5623.
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Lady Knight$ pull off upset
over division I Wake Forest
i

think Wake Forest was a little surprised because we played such a b~d
first half."

by Patti Linzy
Sports Ellltor

Following . thC' comeback pattern
The Lady Knights encled up on both
·they developed ear ly in the season, the ends of lopsided scores last week,
Lady Knights ra llied for 49 points .in trouncing Bluefield State 88-47, but
thr second half to upset Division I falling to .Division I Georgia Southern
Wake Forest 76-68 in women's .basket- 84-43. Prehn again led the attack on
ball action last week .
Bluefield State with 24 points and 19
So.p homore Susan Prehn turned in
r.ebounds. Fahey and Teresa Tinsley
what Coach Sharon Adamson cafled . contributed 19 and 18 points each.
"an outstanding performance" ·for
The Lady Knights will be without
UCF, scor ing a game-high 28 points
and pulling down 11 rebounds. Meg Prehn for at least three weeks due to an
Fahey added I 7 points to the offensive knee injury.
attack wh ile Marcie Swilley pumped
"I was .satisfied with three out of
in 1 1 and Mary Ho I a pa bucketed 10 four w ins last week," Adamson admitfor the Lady Knights.
ted.
'Tm pleased with all of, my
1 "This was really a good win for us,"
players. As many disappointments as
Adamson sa id. "We were down 14 this team has had, the players just
points in the first couple of minutes of never give up. They just play good
the second half, but, as usual, we kept fundamental basketball and don't let
plugg 'ng along until we pulled ahead.
height or experience bother them.

Kiggins

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from page 11

place ·in the country in Division III for
yards per return attempt. .
At only ·] 76 pounds, Kiggins is com~
paratively light for a defensive back.
But what he lacks in size, he makes up
for with his deceiving speed and

I've got a pretty fair chance. I've got a
foot in the door at least. I'm not sure
when it's going to be, but I think I
should get a h'yout or maybe a low
draft."
Although the future is always uncertain, all looks bright for Tim Kiggins.
"It's hard to look ahead. Right now,
there's a lot of if's and but's. My family
thinks it's a great opportunity and
they're real proud of me.
"I know I've got to work as hard as I
can and do the best I can. That's all I
can do."·

~gility.

Ti!Il Kiggins

UCF's fir~t football All-American

For most Division ~II players, getting
the time of day from a pro scout would
be hard enough. Yet Kiggins has had
no trouble drawing attention to his
abilities.
'.'Everybody dreams about the pros,
you know. And now it seem~ a reality.

~Check us!

. Checking
with Interest.

WE'RE CELEBRATING
THE OPENING OF OUR
SECOND LOCATION()NLY I 0 MINUTES FROM UCF!
COME IN AND RECEIVE
A FREE GLASS OF
BEER OR WINE
WITH YOUR MEAL!
4:36

•

GOLDENROD RD. Q
:;:;:>

0
\/')

....
N

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

>
~

CQ

~
~

=
~

Our Interest Earning Checking Account really puts your money to work!

FIRST

FEDERA~OFSEM1.oli

South-East Orlando /Oviedo/DeBary/ Longwood
Apopka/Winter. Park I Forest CityI Orange CityI Sanford

:iO:i K II\\ Y. H6
CASSELBEHRY. FLORIDA
8:31-2H:J

:H>40 N.. GOl ,DENROD RO.
GOLDENROD. FLORIDA
67R-0282

Jina Jie.e

Ja.sta
-1Jtalian

. ..

~

VJ

>
z
~

~

&rafnn~

mr~grs

\~

~~

·~

>
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Mendel sees turn .around for 1981 golfers
"Good and bad."
That's how UCF head golf coach
Wayn<' MC'ndel dC'scribes his team's
showing in the fall portion of thC'ir
schC'dulc·.
Some of the bright spots during that

campaign includC'cl Paul Cook winning
tli(· Miami Beaeh Tournament with a
69 in thC' final round ancf Brad Estes
being namC'd to th<' All-State• squad.
Estes, a Lake Brantlc·y ·product, was
th<' only Division II play<'r in t~c· stat<'

Registration ends _today
for One-on-One tourney

to lw nam(•d to the squad, which was
dominatNI by th<' Florida Gators.
As for thC' winter and spring portions
of thP sehc•du!C' , first-year eoach Menck! said, "Wc>'v<' had to get used to each
othN, now I hop<' thC'y wi 11 settle clown
and play th<' golf thC'y an• capable' of."
The• Knights trawl to Sebring to
defend their Sunshine Stat<' ConfNem·e
erown Fc-b. 8 and 9. It will be that
t<>urrwy whieh will detc•rminC' who

Today is the last day for UCF students to register for the Miller High Life Orn•on-One basketball tournament.
Preliminary competition bC'gins at noon
tomorrow in the gym.
Any student who has not lettered in intercollegiate basketball is eligible'. Jerseys
and tube socks will be awarded to the top 50 participants. Trophi<'s will · be
presented to the top four finishers and the winner will also receive a $200 scholarship.
Quarterfinals and semifinals will be held Wednesday at 6 p.m. prior to tht• UCF- .
Florida Southern basketball game.

goes to the national competition. Last
yc•ar, Doug Snoap represented the
Knights and this year Mendel said he'd
like to see thC' whole team go .
According to Mendel, the teams to
beat in the conference will be Florida
Southern, FlU and Rollins. Only three
teams will advance from the conferenC'E' to the nationals. Mendel thinks the
tc•am will do better in the second half
of thC'ir sC'ason. "L think the guys are
going to come through," he said.

AllY STUDEIT IS
ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE.·••

An yone wishing to register must complete the necessary forms, available' in front
of the Snack Bar in the Student Center at 2 p.m. today. .

--lntramurals--Frisbee Golf
The annual Intramural Frisbee Golf tour~ament will be held Jan. 24 at noon.
The tournament will b e a 36-hole event with awards .being given to low gross and
handicap winners. The temporarily-closed UCF course will be reopened for this
one day , but will close again until a permanent course can be marked. Entries are
due in the Rec Services office by Thursday.
·

Basketball and Soccer
Late entry deadlines for Intramural basketball and soccer are Tuesday for
basketball and Wednesday for soccer. Teams must have their rosters and forfeit
receipts turned in and have an official registered with the Intramural office by
those dates in order to participate this season. The basketball referee's clinic is
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the gym, while the soccer referee's clinic will be held Wednesday at 4 p.m . in Rec Services 204.
·

Racquetball Tournament
Entries for this quarter's racquetball ladder tourney will' be accepted through
Feb. 6. In this tournament, players make and accept challenges as often as they
- want and attempt to •progress to the top of the ladder.

Fitness Classes
Rec Services will again offer noon hour .fitness-classes. Physical fitness and exercise classes will be held Mondays, Wednesday and Frrdays as will body development and weight lifting sessions . Aerobic dance classes will be offered Tuesdays
and 'fhursdays.

Reconditioned Radiators in Stoek
For·Most raaenger Cars

"LOW PRICES"

PRIZES WILL

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

BE AWARDED

1118188~1

PRRlllNARIES

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

275-9327

10662 E. Colonial Dr.

Union Park

-B UZZ'S AUTO CENTER
10658 E. COLONIAL DR.

275-3951
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
AMERICAN & FOREIGN
USED CAR SALES
OPEN lOAM-lOPM MON.-FRI.
SAT. & SUN. BY APPOINTMENT

PLACE: UCF GYM

DATE: JANUARY 17, 1981
TIME: NOON

FINALS

PLACE: UCF GYM

DATE: JAlllARY 21, 1981
TIME: HAlfllME, UCFFLDRIDA SOUTHERN GAME

•
DOUG ROSE
CONTACT
.
• 647-7611

© 1980 Mill er B rewing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsi n

VISA-MASTER CHARGE
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Software Engineer,
BS in Management Science

.Electrical/Design
Engineer, B-SEE

"I'm taking advantage of Harris' 100% educational.benefits for graduate programsgoing for my Master's in Business
Administration. I'm where I want to begrowi~g with a growing company." _

.

"As an engineer, I enjoy the challenge
of working on different high technology
projects, and having a choice in the type of
work I do. As an outdoors person, I enjoy
the warm climate and the beaches:'

...

THEIR EXPERIENCE
AND GOALS SPAN
THE SPECTRUM.
BUT :THEY'RE
AT THE CENTER OF
THE ACTION NOW

j. ! ' I

•

•

,1

'; I

~

'

) ,. 11'
. ..

--

,.

f

·,

The Harris Corporation.
A billion dollar leader in
sophistic.:ated comm~nicati~n and
information processmg eqmpment
and systems.
·
Where these two professionals,
and more than 23,000 others in over
three dozen facilities worldwide,
are contributing their imaginative,
on-target ideas. Pooling th.eir knowledge to innovate and improve
technologies. Changing the face of
the communications industry.
If your background is in Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical or Industrial Engineering, Computer Science,
Physics or Math___, there's a place
for your mind right here.
Harris Government Systems
Group designs, produces and J:!larkets
high technology electronic systems

and equipment-such as a space.
deployable antenna and a Kremlinto-White House hotline (DCL)-for
a ve;rriety of industrial and government markets. .
.
Composition Systems Division
is a leading manufacturer of mini~omputer and microprocessor-based
systems to automate text editing,
word processing and pho~o
typesdting.
If you're unable to schedule a
.campus interview, send your resume.
in confidence to: Harris;Geovern- ,; \ .1
ment System~ Group 0perations; :1 ii
P.O. Box 37, M~lbourne, Florida ~
32901, or to Composition Systems
Division, P.O. Box 2080, Melbourne,
Florida 32901.
INTERVIEW DATE:
WEQNESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1981.

THE.MINDS .
BEHIND THE PROGRESS.
•

r

m~·=
w

INFORMATION PROCESSING

1\11

l.qu.11 ( )ppPrtun il:

1.rnplll~· l'r ~1/ F/V/ 11

,..

).

'; · lL ~
·1= 1,
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Fastest growing university deserves mor considerati n
As students at this university, we know better than anyone else,
the over-crowded conditions here need to be solved immediately.
The Board of Regents needs to stop and take a careful look at
Floridas fastest growing university. One reason why UCF is the
fastest growing university is because of its location. Industries are
here and more are on their way. They are looking for UCF to supply them w;th qualified graduates. The need is here now, and actions should be taken to ensure ~hat in the future, qualified students
that want to come here and get an education, are not-automatically
turned away.
Money is being allocated to introduce freshman and sophomores
to Florida International, University of North Florida and University of West Florida which are all presently two year upper level
institutions. The schools have community colleges nearby to allow
area students to acquire a four year degree. We have a tremendousdemand and everyone in this area could benefit by expanding our
university.
If our choice is limited to Priorit)r I or Priority II fundings, the
least that this state can do for us is give us Pr~ority II to take care of
the immediate problem, and then work to expand the university to
meet the needs of this growing area.

Laura Hoffman for the Editorial Board

Letters to the Editor
Painting new lines is .lo way to solve the parking problem.
Editor:
enough as they were for "straight ahead" parking stanJust a note on the attempted solution to the parking <lards. The newly pain.,ted spaces reduce the. size of
problem--! for orie am a person who takes pride in the the old spaces ( 10 feet across) by one and a half feet
appearance of my automobile, especially the exterior. (to 8 1/2 feet across). This will only mean more pings
I don't think it much amusing when I find another and knocks for the ca,·rs using them. The .distance
dent in my car door because of parking lots.• but I'm between two properly parked cars,is rarely more than
sure that everybody who has driven their car on three to 3 1/2 feet; within easy reaching distance of any
campus and parked in the marked areas is well aware car door.
o£ the dings and bangs their cars. can suffer. These
"The new lines are for add:~tional spacing and
are, of course, caused by the' arrogant, non-caring, everyone knows we could use that." This is the
inconsiderate motorist, driving the '67 Chevy, who arguement I recieved when I' took my complaint to
couldn't park it in his own space even if there were the administration building. I was brushed off.
walls on either side of it. Let's not kid ourselves-everybody has at one time or another opened their
As was stated in a p_revious "Letter to the Editor,"
car door rather absent-mindedly, tapping it against . the lack of marked parking spaces was well in the
the' car in the next space. Maybe you have -even left thousands. The number of new spaces created by the
your car parked crooked once in a while, hurrying to procedure used cannot possibly number above 7~ per
avoid tardiness, causing the next driver to park over lot. I woutd compare the effectiveness .of this act
the line, leaving their car open to attack.
rather acurately to the· priest who moved his office
The point is that the parking spaces were close from the fifth floor to the sixth so that he would be

closer to God. Let's face it, what we need is more

pa~king spaces not smaller ones. I have noticed many

times that faculty parking lots are never full. As a
matter of fact, such losts as lot 3-W are rarely even
close to full. Why couldn't one row of sl.ich lots by
given to the students?
_ And whose money ~o you think was used for the
task of relining the -lots? A loan from Chase Manhatten? Don't bet on it. More than likely you, the
student, did when you h_a nded over the money for the
decal you recieved.
Let me point out just one more interesting fact.
The following parking spaces remain unchanged:
President, Vice-President of Academic Affairs, VicePresident of Business Affairs, Vice-President of
Research and Associate Vice-President of Academic
Affairs. Need I say more.
·
Don Parker
Webb Harris

Blount has not fulfilled campaign promises
Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the
Future by 5 p.m. on the Monday priOr to
publication to be considered for the issue. Letters
must bear the writer's signature and phone number. Names will .b e withheld upon request. The
. Future reserves the right to edit-all letters.
Mailing address; P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,
Florida 32816 Editorial office phone; 275-2601.
Business office phone: 275-2865.
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of $78,893 or 6. 7 cents per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defray 72 percent of the
annual cost. The Future is funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student
Government of the University of Central Florida .
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Editor:
he was elected. Blount has do~e ~either.
As · a longtime Future fan let me begin by
He also promised that if ele~ted he would ..Exsaying that I thoroughly enjoy your publication.
pand the raquetball courts, and improve the food
I would also like to take this opportunity to services at UCF." I don't know where Mr. Blount
congratulate Miss Hoffman on her. recent has been hanging out lately but obviously he
promotion to Editor-in chief.
has!l't been waiting two hours for a raquetball
Now to the business at hand. As I said earlfor I
court or eating slop at SAGA attempts to pass off
am a longtime Future fan, and not being the · as food.
·
neatest person in town, I happened upon an old
But by far the worst lie our illustrious leader
'issue. To be ,specific it was the April 18, 1980 told during the hotlv contested race was that he
issue: You reme_m ber Apri1 '80 don't you? It was would "Implement a car:npus transp~rtation
campaign time and all the Student Government . system." Wei], according to a November issue of
presidential hopefuls were promising their the Future, Blount not only failed to implement
keesters off -in hopes of attaining the high pin- such a program, he purposely prevented the
nacle of power known to us all as President of the proposal from reaching the desk of Dr. Tubbs in
Student Body. By far the most promising of these : Student Affairs.
candidatf's was one James Blount. His proposed
Surely some people out there in Knight Land
programs Wf'rr both frrsh and innovative. Thev must be as mad as f am about this. What about
also appear to havr bem a pack of lies.
.
~·ou Mr. Blount? How do you answer these
For rxamplf', Mr. Blount promised that hr charg·es? I'll bet you never ~ealized. that some
would work for the• C'Xpansion of both the ~otcrs do have a memory.
· Jc~hn Trexler
Cashier's and bookstorC''s hours. of opcrqtion if
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STUDENT CENTER
EVENTS
CAMPUS CONCERT
·· SERIES
·GENE COTTON
with the cQmedy of .

Jan.16& 18
8:30 pm SCA
Stu. Fret w/UCF ID
Gen. Pub. $1.25

EDMONDS & CURLEY

PRESERVATION HALL· Feb.2at8:00pm
JAZZ BAND
s~

~·"···-· ft

-· ~· ·

f eb. 23 at 8:00 pm

MICHAEL JOHNSON

Krain
er
vs.
Kram~r
< .•." ..

.

.

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
.

~
. . -~

Jan.19at8:00pm
SCA

~

Jan. 2~ & 25
8:30 pm SCA
Stu. Free w/UCF ID
· Gen. Pub. $1.25

SCA

GIL EAGLES

March 2 at 8:00 pm
SCA

MISSION MOUNTAIN.
WOOD BAND

March 19 at 8·: 00 pm
SCA ··

Series -tickets available at SC, main,
desk starting J~n. 5.
4th ANNUAL

BONG.SHOW
Jan.
7:00
22.

pm SCA

AUDITIONS - Jan. 20

KNIGHTS · OF ··· LEISURE
LEARNING
CLASS

time location

FEES

MONDAY
.Bartending
Dance-A-Thinics
Horsebackriding
Racquetball (Sec. 1)

7-9
5-6
by Appt.
7-9

SC .214
SCA
Bluefire Stables
Courts

$25
$25
$48
$15

7-9
SOL
7-10
SC 211 & 212
7-8
SU 144
7-9
GymMPR
6:30-8 . SU 14

$15
$25
$ .5
$20
$20

WEDNESDAY
CPR
-Dance-A-Thinics (cont.)
Karate (cont.)
Guitar

.SC pati~

12:00 · 2:00.pm Jan. 21 .

TUESDAY
Yoga
Photography I
Personal Investments
Karate
Stress Control

LOST
&
FOUND AUCTION

7-10
5-6
5-7
7-9

· SOL
SCA
GymMPR
SU 143

$ 5

$15

THURSDAY
Racquetball (Sec. II)
7-9
· First Aid
7-10
Couples Communication 6:30-8

Courts
SC 211
SU 143

$15
$5
$20/couple

Speaker.

Ralph
·Nader
Jan. 26 8:00 pm SCA

-
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